Starter Level
Horse Agility
Course
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Note: Placement and
positioning of obstacles
may be different in real life.
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Hula Hoops
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Wait
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Back Over Pole
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Scary Corridor
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Jump
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Horse steps into one hula hoop with both front feet.
This must be a clean step in for maximum marks.

Handler holds rope and goes to the other hula hoop which
is 12 ft away and waits for a count of 5 seconds before
retuning to the horse.
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L Bend Turn
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Curtain

Horse to pass through at a walk. Handler can be
anywhere to direct the horse.

Horse and handler must pass through the curtain
safely at a walk.

Corridor
8/9 Pole
Walk through and back up. Horse to walk through the

Horse steps over the ground pole with both front feet, then
backs up over the pole. Any backup method except pulling
on the leadrope. Points lost if any of the horse’s feet touch
the pole at any time.

corridor until the front feet are just beyond the end,
then back up, all without touching the poles. Any
backup method except pulling on the leadrope.

10 Tarp
Horse and handler must walk over the tarp together.
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A collection of scary objects create a corridor which the
horse must walk through safely with handler.

Horse must jump, handler can choose to
jump or not. Handler must pass the jump
at the same time as the horse.
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All movements are to
be done on a loose
lead rope. A tight rope
between obstacles will
also cost a point.
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Horse Agility
Saturday, July 30
Classes:
97. Horse Agility, 17 & under
98. Horse Agility, 18 & over

